Fact Or Opinion Stories
fact or opinion - super teacher worksheets - answer key fact or opinion a fact is something that can be
proven true. an opinion is someone's feelings about a particular topic. tell whether each sentence is a fact or
opinion. 1. opinion sunday is the best day of the week. 2. fact george washington was born in february. 3.
opinion memorial day is the most important holiday of the year. 4. fact thanksgiving is celebrated in autumn.
fact or opinion - ereading worksheets - fact and opinion . directions: read each statement and then circle
whether it is a fact or opinion. explain your answer. 1. the fastest land dwelling creature is the cheetah. fact or
opinion explain: _____ 2. michael jordan has a career average of 30.4 points per game. animal facts and
opinions - superteacherworksheets - animal facts and opinions tell whether each sentence is a fact or
opinion. write “fact” next to each statement that gives information that you can prove. write “opinion” next to
statements that tell how someone feels about something. 1. fact a giant tortoise can live to be over 150 years
old. 2. fact jennifer saw a zebra at the zoo. 3. fact and opinionrevised819 - miami dade college - fact and
opinion a fact is a statement that can be tested by experimentation, observation, or research and shown to be
true or untrue. an opinion is a person’s belief, feeling, or judgment about something. it is a subjective or value
judgment, and it cannot be proven. a writer may use factual statements to support his or her opinions. opinion
... writing - fact and opinion - brainpop - fact and opinion quiz 1. what book contains only facts, and no
opinions? a. a collection of short fiction b. a telephone directory c. a history textbook d. a book about dog
grooming 2. what is a synonym for "informed opinion?" a. political opinion b. correct opinion c. strong opinion
d. knowledgeable opinion 3. "david wright is the best hitter ... fact and opinion - mari inc. - these pages
offer practice in identifying fact and opinion. students should first read the paragraph, then identify as fact or
opinion the selected sentences for the first exercise on the page. the second exercise calls for students to
write another fact or opinion from the paragraph. be sure students understand that the sentence they write ...
fact or opinion task cards - plain local schools - fact or opinion task cards dogs and cats have four legs.
#25 fact or opinion task cards the girl wore a red dress. #26 fact or opinion task cards water is a liquid. #27
fact or opinion task cards fish swim in water. #28 fact or opinion task cards roses are the prettiest flowers.
#29 fact or opinion task cards ants are fun to watch. #30 fact and opinion 6 - ereading worksheets - fact
and opinion 6 directions: read each statement and then circle whether it is a fact or opinion. explain your
answer. 1. the history of ballet began in italy during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. fact or opinion
explain: _____ 2. dancing is a safe and healthy activity. helping students understand and distinguish fact
vs. opinion - helping students understand and distinguish fact vs. opinion by becky l. spivey, m.ed. children
learn and are able to tell the difference between fact and opinion in school as early as kindergarten.
distinguishing fact from opinion may be especially difficult for children grade 5 fact and opinion - depaul
university - an opinion: that was a very dangerous way to travel, even more dangerous than driving and
talking on the phone. a. very, very dangerous b. to travel c. driving and talking d. on a cell phone 5. choose a
sentence that tells a fact in this passage. _____ how do you know it tells a fact? _____
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